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99 RMT-E

Model 99T RMT-E 
Experience the freedom of our new soft serve/frozen
dessert freezer. Increase your menu...offer a variety
of popular treats from low or non-fat ice cream to
custards, yogurts and sorbets. Dispensing two flavors
top to bottom in a “twist”, a side-by-side split, or either
flavor separately. The “Twin Serve” head design
allows two operators to dispense product at the same
time.

Main features 
Electronic Consistency Control
The HOT product consistency control, constantly checks 
the viscosity of the ice cream. It adjusts the refrigeration
system to bring the product to its best serving conditions 
and keep it there all the time.

User-friendly control panel
Few understandable push buttons are located in the 
front panel. The display window provides all useful 
information about product , mix temperature and machine 
function. 

Mix Level Indicator 
The mix level indicator features a flashing light in
the front of the freezer to alert the operator when
mix is needed.

Mix Transfer system
Exclusively from Electro Freeze, the revolutionary
mix transfer system...it’s so simple it takes only
minutes to clean. 

Refrigerated Mix Cabinet 
Cooled with an independent compressor, the
refrigerated mix cabinet provides easy access for
filling mix reservoirs. Simply fill the containers, 
insert the mix tube from each mix transfer system 
and that’s it....your product is ready to serve!

Night Switches
The night switches enable you to close shop at the
end of a business day and leave mix in the freezer
(cabinet and cylinders) refrigerated, so you’re
ready for operation the next day.
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STaNdaRd wIRINg**
400 V / 50 hz / 3 Ph

BEaTER MoToR
2 x 1,8 kW

* Hourly production can vary with the mix used and operating conditions. Data was collected at 25°C ambient temperature.
** Different specifications available

There is a need for a cutting-edge tecnology to make our work simpler.
Electro Freeze is working to create a user-friendly technology based on the way you work today with a mind toward the way you will work tomorrow.

99 RMT-E

SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL

Hourly production Capacity

Flavors Cooling

Installed 
power

Dimensions Net  
weight

KgPortions 
(75 cc)

Cylinder
liters

Cabinet
liters

kW D W H

99 RMT-E 912 3 (2) 15 (2) 2 + mixed water/air 5,2 77 62 173 310

REfRIgERaTIoN SySTEM 
Cylinder Compressor: 2.0 kW 
Cabinet Compressor: 0,21 kW
Cylinder refrigerant: R404A
Cabinet refrigerant: R134A
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